Deep representations, in particular ones implemented by convolutional neural networks, have led to good progress on many learning problems. However, the learned representations are hard to analyze and interpret, even when they are extracted from visual data. We propose a new approach to study deep image representations by inverting them with an up-convolutional neural network. Application of this method to a deep network trained on ImageNet provides numerous insights into the properties of the feature representation. Most strikingly, the colors and the rough contours of an input image can be reconstructed from activations in higher network layers and even from the predicted class probabilities.
Introduction
The success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has had large impact on many learning tasks, especially since the work of Krizhevsky et al. [1] has brought the technique to the field of computer vision. Nonetheless, and despite some recent progress [2, 3, 4] , there is still lack of understanding of image representations learned by deep networks. This is in spite of the fact that typically visual results are more intuitively interpretable than most other data.
In this paper, we take another step towards understanding CNNs by attempting to invert them. Such inversion allows us to see which information of the input image is preserved in the features. Moreover, applying the inverse of the feature representation to perturbed feature vectors, to interpolations between two feature vectors, or to random feature vectors yields further insight into the structure of the feature space.
The task of inverting a non-trivial feature representation Φ : R n → R m is usually ill-posed. The dimensionality of the feature space is typically smaller than that of the input, and feature representations are designed or trained to be invariant to certain variations in the input image, such as noise, illumination changes, translations. This leads to mapping many inputs to the same, or virtually indistinguishable, feature vectors. However, we are only interested in inverting feature representations of natural images x ∈ N , that is, Φ : R n ⊃ N → R m . Hence the inversion task can be regularized by imposing a natural image prior. Rather than manually defining such a prior, as in Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] , we propose to learn it implicitly from natural images with a CNN.
We build upon the recently proposed up-convolutional architecture [5] that allows to generate large images at low computational cost. The training is supervised: input to the network is the feature representation of an image and the target is this image itself. The loss function is the squared Euclidean distance between the input image and its reconstruction from the feature representation. We do not explicitly include a natural image prior into the loss, but to invert successfully the network must learn it.
We apply this method to features extracted by AlexNet CNN [1] trained on ImageNet, which gives some interesting insights. For example, just the class probabilities predicted by the network are sufficient to roughly reconstruct the input image. It turns out that most information is contained in small probabilities of classes which are not among the top predictions of the network, in agreement with Hinton et al. [6] . Moreover, the exact values of the high-level AlexNet features hardly contain any information about the input image, all information is in the pattern of non-zero activations. These and other findings are described in detail in Section 3.
Related work
Our approach is not to be confused with the DeconvNet of Zeiler and Fergus [2] , who propagate high level activations backward through a network to identify parts of the image responsible for the activation. In addition to the high-level feature activations, this reconstruction process makes use of extra information about locations of maxima in intermediate max-pooling layers. In fact this information is crucial for the approach [4] . Hence, it is not actually inverting the high-level representation. Another visualization method similar to DeconvNet is by Springenberg et al. [4] , yet it also makes use of intermediate layer activations.
Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] invert a deep image representation Φ using gradient descent. Given a feature vector Φ 0 , they seek for an image x * which minimizes a loss function. The loss is the Euclidean distance between Φ 0 and Φ(x) plus a regularizer enforcing a natural image prior. This method is fundamentally different from our approach in that it optimizes the difference between the feature vectors, not the image reconstruction error. It solves the problem "generate an image with a feature representation that is most similar to a given feature vector", not "generate an image which is most similar to the image which produced the given feature vector". Formally speaking, while Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] search for the inverse Φ
The difference between these two approaches is especially pronounced when many images get mapped to similar feature vectors: while our method tries hard to distinguish between them, the method of Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] does not care much. Moreover, the approach of Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] involves optimization at test time, which requires computing the gradient of the feature representation and makes it relatively slow (the authors report 6s per image on a GPU). In contrast, the presented approach is only costly when training the inversion network. Reconstruction from a given feature vector just requires a single forward pass through the network, which takes roughly 5ms per image on a GPU. Since it does not require gradients of the feature representation, it could be applied, for example, to reconstruct visual input based on recordings from a real brain, somewhat similar to [7] .
There has been research on inverting various traditional computer vision representations: HOG [8] , DSIFT [9] , Local Binary Descriptors [10] , Bag-of-Visual-Words [11] . All these methods are either tailored for inverting a specific feature representation or restricted to shallow representations, while our method could be applied to any feature representation.
Our approach is related to a large body of work on inverting neural networks. These include works making use of backpropagation or sampling [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and, most similar to our approach, other neural networks [18] . However, only recent advances in neural network architectures allow us to invert a modern large convolutional network with another network.
To generate images we use the up-convolutional architecture, proposed by Dosovitskiy et al. [5] . Similar architectures are also often called "deconvolutiona" and have been used for generative models [19] and semantic segmentation [20] .
Network
We base our study on the pre-trained version of the AlexNet network [1] available at the Caffe [21] website. 1 Its architecture is briefly summarized in Table 1 . Note that we distinguish between layers and processing steps. In what follows, when we say "output of the layer", it means the output of the last processing step of this layer. For example, the output of the layer CONV1 would be the result after norm1. Please see Krizhevsky et al. [1] To reconstruct from each layer we trained a separate network. Denote by {x i } the training set and by Φ(x) the feature representation we aim to invert. We parameterize the inverse of Φ by an upconvolutional neural network f (φ, W ) that takes a feature vector φ as an input and yields an image as output. We then optimize the weights W of the network to minimize the squared Euclidean reconstruction error of the downsampled images d(x i ):
We predict downsampled images to speed up computations. In a control experiment we observed that predicting images at full resolution slightly improves the reconstruction, but the training is slower.
An up-convolutional layer, also often referred to as "deconvolutional", is a combination of upsampling and convolution [5] . We upsample a feature map by a factor 2 by replacing each value by a 2 × 2 block with the original value in the top left corner and all other entries equal to zero.
To keep the results comparable, we varied the architecture of the generative networks as little as possible depending on the layer being inverted. In fact, we used just two basic architectures: one for reconstructing from convolutional layers and one for reconstructing from fully connected layers. These architectures are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . The network for reconstructing from fully connected layers contains three fully connected layers and five up-convolutional layers. The network for reconstructing from convolutional layers consists of three convolutional and several up-convolutional layers (the exact number depends on the layer to reconstruct from). Filters in all (up-)convolutional layers have 5 × 5 spatial size. After each layer we apply leaky ReLU nonlinearity with slope 0.3, that is, r(x) = x if x 0 and r(x) = 0.3 · x if x < 0.
We trained networks using a modified version of Caffe [21] . As training data we used the ImageNet [22] training set. We used the Adam [23] optimizer with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and minibatch size 64. For most networks we found an initial learning rate λ = 0.001 to work well. We gradually decreased the learning rate towards the end of training. The duration of training depended on the network: from 15 epochs (passes through the dataset) for shallower networks to 60 epochs for deeper ones. 
Experiments
We show qualitative and quantitative results of our inversion method applied to different layers of AlexNet, as well as several additional experiments which help to better understand the feature representations. The test set we used for quantitative evaluations consists of 1024 images from the ImageNet validation set. The images for qualitative examples were also taken from this set. More results are shown in the supplementary material. Figure 1 shows reconstructions from various layers of AlexNet. When using features from convolutional layers, the reconstructed images look very similar to the input, but lose fine details as we progress to higher layers. There is an obvious drop in reconstruction quality when going from CONV5 to FC6. However, the reconstructions from higher convolutional layers and even from fully connected layers preserve color and the approximate object location very well; see also blurry. This is in strong contrast with the results of Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] , as shown in Figure 2. While their reconstructions look sharper, the color and position are completely lost in reconstructions from higher layers. This is not surprising, as Mahendran and Vedaldi [3] aim to match the feature representations, not the images.
Reconstructions from different layers
As a quantitative measure of performance we used the average normalized reconstruction error, that is the mean of ||x i − f (Φ(x i ))|| 2 /N , where x i is an example from the test set, f is the function implemented by the inversion network and N is a normalization coefficient equal to the average Euclidean distance between images in the test set. Before computing this error we upsample reconstructions to input image size with bilinear interpolation. This reconstruction error, as plotted in Figure 3 , supports the conclusions made above. When reconstructing from FC6, the error is roughly twice as large as from CONV5. Even when reconstructing from FC8, the error is fairly low because the network manages to get the color and the rough placement of large objects in images right. For lower layers reconstruction error of [3] is still much higher than of our method, even though visually the images look sharper. The reason is that the color and the precise placement of small details do not perfectly match, which results in a large overall error. This happens because the method of [3] was not designed to achieve low reconstruction error in the input image space.
We use squared Euclidean distance in the RGB space as a measure of reconstruction quality. While this is the most obvious and interpretable error measure, it is known to favor over-smoothed solutions. We suppose that using a different loss could result in visually even better reconstructions from deep CNN layers.
Autoencoder training
Our reconstruction net can be interpreted as the decoder of the representation encoded by AlexNet. The difference to an autoencoder is that the encoder part stays fixed and only the decoder is optimized. For comparison we also trained autoencoders with the same architecture as our reconstruction nets, i.e., we also allowed the training to fine-tune the parameters of the AlexNet part.
With the autoencoders we can check if the results of inverting higher layers of AlexNet look blurred simply because the networks we trained are quite deep and the training may not have succeeded or because the representation in higher layers is too compressed. Neither of the two is the case. As shown in Figure 3 , autoencoder training yields much lower reconstruction errors when reconstructing from higher layers. Also the qualitative results in Figure 2 show much better reconstructions with autoencoders. Even from CONV5, the input image can be reconstructed almost perfectly. When reconstructing from fully connected layers, the autoencoder results get blurred, too, due to the compressed representation, but by far not as much as with the fixed AlexNet weights. The gap between the autoencoder training and the training with fixed AlexNet allows to estimate the amount of image information lost due to the training objective of the AlexNet, which is not based on reconstruction quality. The object position is precisely preserved in FC6 and roughly preserved even in FC8. Reconstructions from FC7 and especially FC8 tend to "symmetrize" the image.
An interesting observation with autoencoders is that the reconstruction error is quite high even when reconstructing from CONV1 features, and the best reconstructions were actually obtained from CONV4. Our explanation is that the convolution with stride 4 and consequent max-pooling in CONV1 loses much information about the image. Then, to decrease the reconstruction error, it is beneficial for the network to slightly blur the image instead of guessing the details. When reconstructing from deeper layers, deeper networks can learn a better prior resulting in slightly sharper images and slightly lower reconstruction error. For even deeper layers, the representation gets too compressed and the error increases again. We observed (not shown in the paper) that without stride 4 in the first layer, the reconstruction error of autoencoders got much lower.
Color and position
We checked if color information is indeed preserved in the highest layers of the network and if it is class-dependent. We took an image of a red apple ( Figure 5 top left) from Flickr and modified its hue to make it green or blue. Then we extracted AlexNet FC8 features of the resulting images. We remind that FC8 is the last layer of the network, so the FC8 features, after application of softmax, give the network's prediction of class probabilities. The largest activation, hence, corresponds to the network's prediction of the image class. To check how class-dependent the results of inversion are, we passed three versions of each feature vector through the inversion network: 1) just the vector itself, 2) all activations except the 5 largest ones set to zero, 3) the 5 largest activations set to zero.
This simple experiment leads to several conclusions. First, color clearly can be very important for classification, so the feature representation of the network has to be sensitive to it, at least in some cases. Second, the color of the image can be precisely reconstructed even from FC8 or, equivalently, from the predicted class probabilities. Third, the reconstruction quality mainly depends not on several maximal values (that is, the top predictions of the network), but small probabilities of all other classes. This is consistent with the 'dark knowledge' idea of Hinton et al. [6] : small probabilities of non-predicted classes carry more information than the prediction itself.
We also tested how well higher AlexNet layers preserve information about the object's position. We take an image, compute the feature vectors of its translated versions and then compare the reconstructions obtained from these feature vectors. The results are shown in Figure 6 . The layer FC6 preserves the position precisely, and FC8 visibly reacts to object motion, although the resulting reconstruction is blurry. Interestingly, the highest layers tend to symmetrize the images, indicating invariance to horizontal image mirroring. 
Robustness of the feature representation
We have shown that high level feature maps preserve rich information about the image. How is this information represented in the feature vector? It is difficult to answer this question precisely, but we can gain some insight by perturbing the feature representations in certain ways and observing the result. If perturbing the features in a certain way does not change the reconstruction much, then the perturbed property is not important. For example, if setting a non-zero feature to zero does not change the reconstruction, then this feature will not carry information useful for the reconstruction.
We applied binarization and dropout. To binarize the feature vector, we kept the signs of all entries and set their absolute values to a fixed number, selected such that the Euclidean norm of the vector remained unchanged (we tried several other strategies, and this one led to the best result). For all layers except FC8, feature vector entries are non-negative, hence, binarization just sets all nonzero entries to a fixed positive value. To perform dropout, we randomly set 50% of the feature vector entries to zero and then normalize the vector to keep its Euclidean norm unchanged (again, we found this normalization to work best). Qualitative results of these perturbations of features in different layers of AlexNet are shown in Figure 7 . Quantitative results are shown in Figure 3 . Surprisingly, dropout leads to larger decrease in reconstruction accuracy than binarization, even in the layers where it had been applied during training. In layers FC7 and especially FC6, binarization hardly changes the reconstruction quality at all. Although it is known that binarized ConvNet features perform well in classification [24] , it comes as a surprise that for reconstructing the input image the exact values of the features are not important. In FC6 virtually all information about the image is contained in the binary code given by the pattern of non-zero activations. Figures 3 and 7 show that this binary code only emerges when training with the classification objective and dropout, while autoencoders are very sensitive to perturbations in the features.
To test the robustness of this binary code, we applied binarization and dropout together. We tried dropping out 50% random activations or 50% least non-zero activations and then binarizing. Dropping out the 50% least activations reduces the error much less than dropping out 50% random activations and is even better than not applying any dropout for most layers. However, layers FC6 and FC7 are the most interesting ones: here dropping out 50% random activations decreases the performance substantially, while dropping out 50% least activations only results in a small decrease. Possibly the exact values of the features in FC6 and FC7 do not affect the reconstruction much, but they estimate the importance of different features.
Interpolation and random feature vectors
One way to analyze the feature representation is by traversing the feature manifold and by observing the corresponding images generated by the reconstruction networks. We have seen the reconstructions from feature vectors of actual images, but what if a feature vector was not generated from a natural image? In Figure 4 we show reconstructions obtained with our networks when interpolating between feature vectors of two images. It is interesting to see that interpolating CONV5 features leads to a simple overlay of images, but the behavior of interpolations when reconstructing from FC6 is very different: images smoothly morph into each other, again indicating that the networks learned a natural image prior. More examples, together with the results for autoencoders, are shown in the supplementary material. Another analysis method is by sampling feature vectors randomly. Our networks were trained to reconstruct images given their feature representations, but the distribution of the feature vectors is unknown. Hence, there is no simple principled way to sample from our model. However, by assuming independence of the features (a very strong and wrong assumption!), we can approximate the distribution of each dimension of the feature vector separately. To this end we simply computed a histogram of each feature over a set of 4096 images and sampled from those. We ensured that the sparsity of the random samples is the same as that of the actual feature vectors. This procedure led to low contrast images, perhaps because by independently sampling each dimension we did not introduce interactions between the features. Multiplying the feature vectors by a constant factor α = 2 increases the contrast without affecting other properties of the generated images.
Random samples obtained this way from four top layers of AlexNet are shown in Figure 8 . No pre-selection was performed. While samples from CONV5 look much like abstract art, the samples from fully convolutional layers are much more realistic, close to samples from typical generative models trained on CIFAR-10. This shows that the networks learn a natural image prior that allows them to produce realistically looking images from random feature vectors. We found that a much simpler sampling procedure of fitting a single shifted truncated Gaussian to all feature dimensions produces qualitatively very similar images. These are shown in the supplementary material together with images generated from autoencoders, which look much less like natural images.
We did not perform a quantitative analysis, since we are not aware of existing generative models of ImageNet and a proper estimation of the quality of a generative model is a difficult task by itself.
Conclusions
We have proposed to invert image representations with up-convolutional networks. Application of this method to the AlexNet trained on ImageNet has led us to several interesting findings:
1. Features from all layers of the network, including the final FC8 layer, preserve the precise colors of objects in the image. This shows that color information is in fact present in the feature representation and can be retrieved with the proposed method; this is in contrast to previous work [3] .
2. All layers also preserve the position of objects: convolutional layers with pixel accuracy and fully connected layers less precisely.
3. In higher layers, virtually all information about the input image is contained in the pattern of non-zero activations, not their precise values. This is in line with Agrawal et al. [24] .
4. In the layer FC8, most information about the object is contained in small probabilities of those classes that are not in top-5 network predictions, supporting Hinton et al. [6] .
5. Our reconstruction network implicitly learns a natural image prior, which allows to generate somewhat naturally-looking images from random feature vectors.
The reconstruction is very fast and does not require to compute the gradient of the feature representation being inverted. Therefore, it could be applied to any image representation, including recordings from the brain. In principle, the method is not restricted to visual representations and could, possibly after some adjustments, be applied to other modalities, too.
Supplementary material
We show here several additional figures similar to ones from the main paper.
Reconstructions from different layers of AlexNet are shown in Figure 9 . Qualitative comparison of reconstructions with our method to the reconstructions of [3] and reconstructions with autoencoders is given in Figure 10 . Figure 11 contains reconstructions obtained with autoencoders, that is, when fine-tuning the AlexNet weights for reconstruction.
Reconstructions from feature vectors obtained by interpolating between feature vectors of two images are shown in Figure 12 , both for fixed AlexNet and autoencoder training. More examples of such interpolations with fixed AlexNet are shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 shows images generated from random feature vectors of different AlexNet layers, with random vectors sampled with a simplified strategy. We first estimated the average percentage p of nonzero entries in the feature vector. Then we sampled the random vectors as follows: sampled from a standard Gaussian, shifted to the left by (100 − p)-th percentile of the standard Gaussian, set negative values to zero, normalized the resulting vector to have the same norm as an average feature vector, multiplied by a factor α = 2. This resulted in feature vector with the same average sparsity level as the actual feature vectors. As Figure 14 demonstrates, the images generated with this method do not significantly differ from the images generated with a slightly more complicated approach described in th main paper.
Figures 15 and 16 shows images generated with an autoencoder-trained network from random feature vectors of higher layers. The random feature vectors were generated in the same way as described in the paper. Note that images generated from autoencoders look much less realistic than images generated with a network with fixed AlexNet weights. Moreover, the images generated with two sampling strategies look very different. Figure 18 shows images generated by activating single neurons in different layers and setting all other neurons to zero. Particularly interpretable are images generated this way from FC8. Every FC8 neuron corresponds to a class. Hence the image generated from the activation of, say, "apple" neuron, could be expected to be a stereotypical apple. What we observe looks rather like it might be the average of all images of the class. For some classes the reconstructions are somewhat interpretable, for others -not so much. 
